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Quantum Nuclei at Weakly Bonded Interfaces: The Case of
Cyclohexane on Rh(111)

Karen Fidanyan, Ikutaro Hamada,* and Mariana Rossi*

The electronic properties of interfaces can depend on their isotopic
constitution. One known case is that of cyclohexane physisorbed on Rh(111),
in which isotope effects have been measured on the work function change
and desorption energies. These effects can only be captured by calculations
including nuclear quantum effects (NQE). In this paper, this interface is
addressed employing dispersion-inclusive density-functional theory coupled
to a quasi-harmonic (QH) approximation for NQE, as well as to fully
anharmonic ab initio path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD). The QH
approximation is able to capture that deuterated cyclohexane has a smaller
adsorption energy and lies about 0.01 Å farther from the Rh(111) surface than
its isotopologue, which can be correlated to the isotope effect in the work
function change. An investigation of the validity of the QH approximation
relying on PIMD simulations, leads to the conclusion that although this
interface is highly impacted by anharmonic quantum fluctuations in the
molecular layer and at bonding sites, these anharmonic contributions play a
minor role when analyzing isotope effects at low temperatures. Nevertheless,
anharmonic quantum fluctuations cause an increase in the distance between
the molecular layer and Rh(111), a consequent smaller overall work function
change, and intricate changes in orbital hybridization.
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1. Introduction

Usually, the electronic properties of inter-
faces do not strongly depend on the iso-
topic constitution of the atoms that com-
pose them. This is because the electronic
structure of different isotopes is the same
and nuclei can typically be considered as
classical particles, which means that an iso-
topic change cannot lead to a change in
the (static) atomic structural properties of
materials, and thus do not cause a change
in the electronic structure. However, when
the quantum nature of the nuclei makes
itself more prominent, this ceases to be
true. An isotopic change can lead to struc-
tural changes of the material and thus to a
considerable change in the electronic struc-
ture. Such electron-phonon coupling effects
can be captured to a great extent in the
adiabatic limit.[1] In this case, electronic
properties can be modified because of their
dependence on the nuclear positions and
the equilibrium nuclear fluctuations at any
given temperature.

One known case to exhibit such isotopic effects is cyclo-
hexane (C6H12) adsorbed on platinum-group metal surfaces. It
was shown in a series of papers by Koitaya, Yoshinobu, and
coworkers,[2,3] that the change of work function induced by ad-
sorbed cyclohexane is different when considering C6H12 and
fully deuterated C6D12. Based on work function measurements
and previous calculation of alkanes on metal surfaces,[4] it was
suggested that deuterated molecules should lie farther from the
surface. Also the desorption energy differs significantly: that of
C6H12 on Rh(111) is 84 ± 23 meV higher than that of C6D12 at
lower coverages, thus showing an inverse kinetic isotope effect.
In these systems, such effects are of a certain relevance because
changes in the strength of the bond between hydrogen andmetal
and between hydrogen and carbon impact the dehydrogenation
propensity of cyclohexane—a molecule that often plays a central
role in systems aiming at cheap high-density hydrogen storage.[5]

The availability of experimental data and the importance of these
systems thus make them an ideal ground to study the perfor-
mance of different theoretical techniques in a complex but well-
defined environment.
The challenges for theory to tackle this problem stem from

the necessity of capturing complex electronic-structure changes,
as well as the multidimensional atomic structure of quantum
nuclei. In particular, electron–phonon coupling needs to be
included at least in an approximate fashion in order to relate
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nuclear fluctuations and electronic-structure variations. Mod-
eling these effects becomes more important as the field moves
toward soft and hybrid electronic materials, where electron–
phonon coupling tends to be more pronounced.[6,7] A common
way to address such problems is to employ the harmonic approx-
imation for the nuclear vibrations on first-principles potential
energy surfaces.[8] However, the validity of this approximation
in weakly bonded systems and interfaces, where anharmonic
terms in the potential energy surface are expected to play a role,
is questionable.
Instead, a method capable of including NQE without relying

on the harmonic approximation is ab initio path integral molec-
ular dynamics (aiPIMD).[9] Despite its immense potential, a
significant drawback of aiPIMD simulations is their high com-
putational cost. Therefore, in this work, aiPIMD simulations are
performedmaking use of a technique that reduces the amount of
replicas required for simulations of weakly-bonded interfaces.[10]

These results are compared to harmonic and quasi-harmonic
approximations. With these simulations, we are able to explain
the physical origin of the observed isotope effects on the cyclo-
hexane/Rh(111) interface and identify when a quasi-harmonic
analysis of these effects is valid. We study the impact of nuclear
quantum fluctuations on the electronic structure taking advan-
tage of the aiPIMD simulations—an approach that has been
successfully applied previously on diverse systems.[11–13] The ca-
pabilities and limitations of aiPIMD based on density-functional
theory (DFT) are further discussed for this system.

2. Results and Discussion

Experimental measurements conducted on the cyclohex-
ane/Rh(111) interface have shown that several aspects of the
adsorption show a dependence on the coverage.[2] In particular,
desorption competes with dehydrogenation at coverage values
below 0.5. We therefore built models for the different cover-
ages, based on existing experimental data. On a clean Rh(111)
surface, experiment shows a high-order large commensurate
(2
√
79 × 2

√
79)R17.0◦ pattern.[14] This system size would not

be computationally tractable, given the amount of ab initio
simulations necessary to investigate nuclear quantum effects
in this system. A smaller commensurate structure that was
also observed in experiment is a (2

√
3 × 2

√
3)R13.9◦ pattern,[15]

shown in Figure 1a. This structure was taken as a reference for
the full-coverage monolayer structure. The effective coverage
for other structures derived from this one were calculated, and
smaller unit cells for lower coverage were modelled. These
models are shown in Figure 1b–d. In the following, we per-
form our calculations principally on the structure presented
in Figure 1c (𝜃 = 0.46) unless explicitly stated otherwise. This
supercell, containing two cyclohexane molecules and a Rh(111)
(5 × 5) surface cell, allows us to partially capture the phonon
band structure dispersion, which is especially pronounced for
the metal surface,[16] in the real-space dynamics simulations.

2.1. Static Results and the Quasi-Harmonic Approximation

For the different coverages shown in Figure 1, the adsorption
energy Epotads per molecule was calculated as explained in Exper-

Figure 1. The cyclohexane adsorption patterns considered in this work

for modeling different coverages 𝜃. a) 𝜃 = 1, (2
√
3 × 2

√
3)R13.9◦ unit cell

(0.173 molecules per Rh atom). b) 𝜃 = 0.64, (3 × 3) unit cell. c) 𝜃 = 0.46,
(5 × 5) unit cell. d) Coverage 𝜃 = 0.12, (7 × 7) unit cell.

imental Section. The results employing the PBE+vdWsurf[17,18]

functional are reported in column 2 of Figure 2a.
The harmonic free energy terms at a temperature of 150 K

was added to the adsorption energy, as given by Equation (6).
This temperature was chosen to satisfy several conditions. On
one hand, the temperature should be below the temperature of
desorption and dehydrogenation, which are both close to 200 K.[2]

On the other hand, very low temperatures considerably increase
the cost of a PIMD simulation and would reduce the role of an-
harmonicity, which we aim to investigate. The adsorption free
energies Fharmads were obtained analogously to Equation (5).
The results for each coverage are summarized in Figure 2a,

columns 3–8. The addition of the zero point energy and the
temperature-dependent free energy terms, already in the har-
monic approximation, lead to a different adsorption energy for
C6H12 and C6D12. This is to be expected because the C-H stretch-
ing modes of the adsorbed cyclohexane associated with the CH
groups that point to the surface show a significant red shift of
up to 300 cm−1 in comparison to the gas phase, as shown in
Figure S2, Supporting Information. Because of the difference in
mass between the H and D atoms, such a red shift has a stronger
impact on the ZPE of a C-H vibration, compared to a C-D one,
as schematically shown in Figure 2b. In both cases, the effect of
ZPE increases the energy of adsorption (Figure 2a, columns 3,4),
and in the case of C6H12, this effect is stronger. When adding the
full free energy contributions, the translational and rotational
entropic contributions of the gas-phase molecules work to de-
crease the adsorption free energy (Figure 2a, columns 6,7). The
magnitude of the isotope effect is not strongly affected by tem-
perature and is about a factor two smaller than what is observed
in temperature-programmed desorption experiments,[2] as
shown in Figure 2a. We also observe that the difference between
H/D adsorption energies becomes smaller at full coverage. It de-
creases from 37meV for 𝜃 = 0.12 to 20meV for 𝜃 = 1. This trend
appears because the red shift of surface-pointing C-H stretch
modes decreases with increasing coverage, implying a weaker
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Figure 2. a) Adsorption energies and harmonic free energies for different coverage values, calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf functional (light settings)
according to Equation (5). The free energy is calculated for the temperature of 150 K and all energies are in meV. Experimental data from temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) experiments from ref. [2]. Comparison between light and tight computational settings for these quantities is shown in
Table S1, Supporting Information. b) The effect of the red shift in the C-H stretchingmodes on the adsorption energy, shown schematically. The difference
in ZPE is between H and D is higher in vacuum than on surface, due to the different masses and the red-shift of the corresponding stretching mode
upon binding.

molecule-surface interaction (Figure S2, Supporting Informa-
tion). This confirms the weakening of the Rh-H bond with
increasing coverage (and consequent strengthening of the C-H
bond).
In order to investigate the impact of the exchange-correlation

functional on the description of this system, we have computed
the adsorption profiles of cyclohexane on Rh(111) with different
functionals and vdW corrections. In Figure 3a, we show the
adsorption curve with the PBE functional, the PBE+vdWsurf

functional, the PBE functional with the recently proposed
many-body dispersion method nl-MBD,[19] the range-separated
hybrid functional HSE06[20] combined with nl-MBD dispersion
interactions, and the non-local rev-vdW-DF2[21] functional (see
Experimental Section for the details of calculations), all for the
coverage of 𝜃 = 0.46. The minima of these curves are tabulated
in Table S2, Supporting Information. The rev-vdW-DF2 cal-
culation was performed only at the equilibrium position and
at the reference geometries (i.e., isolated slab and molecule).
Further calculations of the binding curve with this functional
for a different coverage (𝜃 = 0.64) are reported in Section S3 and
Table S3, Supporting Information.
We start by analyzing the dataset based on the PBE func-

tional, which allows us to understand the impact of different
descriptions of the vdW corrections. Comparing the result ob-
tained with the bare PBE functional and the others, we conclude,
as expected, that vdW interactions are a fundamental piece of
the molecule-surface interaction. We then proceed to compare
the results obtained with PBE+vdWsurf with the results obtained
with PBE+nl-MBD. Both of these vdW corrections do not en-
ter the Kohn–Sham potential within the self-consistent proce-
dure, such that they cannot change the electronic density. We
observe that vdWsurf predicts a larger binding energy (0.90 eV)
and an equilibrium distance closer to the surface (3.36 Å) than
nl-MBD (0.84 eV and 3.45 Å, respectively). Considering that nl-
MBD contains explicit many-body vdW effects and captures the
electronic screening of these interactions better than vdWsurf,[19]

we can conclude that the observed differences are due to both of

these effects. Then, we can compare the results obtained with the
PBE+nl-MBD and the HSE06+nl-MBD functionals. In this case,
the vdW interactions are treated at the same level, but the short-
range exchange term is modified to include a fraction of exact
exchange. The changes in the electronic density brought by the
HSE06 functional produce a larger binding energy (1.03 eV) and
an equilibrium position that is even closer to the surface (3.30 Å).
These observations, combined, point to the prediction of stronger
bonds between surface and adsorbate when the self-interaction
error is mitigated. Finally, the rev-vdW-DF2 functional, which
improves the description of the polarizability of these systems,
predicts the adsorption distance of 3.48 Å and binding energy of
0.77 eV, which is smaller than those obtainedwith other function-
als. The experimental values from TPD experiments lie closer to
the PBE+nl-MBD and rev-vdW-DF2 binding energies. The shape
of the potential along the desorption coordinate hints that an-
harmonic effects on this coordinate or others that couple with it
could have an important effect on the adsorption properties of
this system, and potentially on nuclear quantum effects. For fur-
ther investigation, we employ light settings of the FHI-aims code
and a comparison of the adsorption curve computed with tight
and light settings is shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information.
In order to investigate the impact of nuclear quantum effects

including anharmonicity at least on the desorption coordinate,
harmonic phonons and the corresponding zero-point-energy
contribution to the adsorption energy for the adsorbed C6H(D)12
at different distances to Rh surface were calculated. At each de-
sired distance, we have fixed the center of mass of the molecule,
and optimized the other degrees of freedom except the two bot-
tom layers. See the discussion in the Section S4, Supporting In-
formation, regarding the inclusion of different vibrational modes
in this ZPE correction. The quasi-harmonic (QH) ZPE-corrected
energy of adsorption E∗

ads was then calculated according to Equa-
tion (7). These values were calculated with the PBE+vdWsurf

functional, because it delivers a good description of the
desorption curve, and its computational cost and implementa-
tion in the FHI-aims code allow a fast computation of thousands
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Figure 3. a) Adsorption curves calculated with different exchange-
correlation functionals and vdW corrections: PBE (dotted blue line), PBE
+vdWsurf (solid blue line), PBE+nl-MBD (solid red line), HSE06+nl-
MBD (black points), and rev-vdW-DF2 (green square, equilibriumdistance
only). Calculations were performed with the unit cell of 𝜃 = 0.46. Shaded
areas show the interval of reported experimental values of the adsorption
energy of C6H12 (red) and C6D12 (grey) around the coverages we study.

[2]

b) ZPE-corrected energy of adsorption for C6H12 (red) and C6D12 (black),
calculated according to Equation (7) with PBE + vdWsurf . Blue line shows
the adsorption energy values calculated without ZPE correction. c) Work
function change as a function of distance to surface, calculated with PBE
(black squares) and HSE06 (orange triangles). Vertical dashed lines in
the inset mark the equilibrium distances for classical nuclei (blue), C6D12
(black), and C6H12 (red).

of force evaluations—which is not the case for the other func-
tionals we show here. The results are presented in Figure 3b. The
adsorption energies and distances obtained for C6H12 and C6D12
in this way are also summarized in Table S5, Supporting In-
formation. With this procedure, a deformation of the binding
energy curve that is different for C6H12 and C6D12 is predicted,

such that C6H12 has a larger binding energy and adsorbs closer
to the surface than C6D12. The H-D adsorption energy difference
is 37 meV for PBE + vdWsurf functional, which is slightly larger
than the value reported in Figure 2a. In Figure S3, Supporting
Information, we show a comparison of this QH procedure with
the rev-vdW-DF2 functional and a different coverage, which con-
firms that the effect of ZPE on these curves is quite similar across
different coverages and functionals.We have checked that adding
finite temperature contributions in the harmonic approximation
to these values, up to 150 K, also does not appreciably change this
calculated isotope effect (see Figure S4, Supporting Information).
Regarding the equilibrium distance of absorption, there is an

important effect that is observed. The adsorption distance of
C6H12 is 3.351 Å, and for C6D12, it is 3.364 Å. The H-D equi-
librium distance difference is thus ≈0.01 Å. Although apparently
small, this equilibrium distance difference has a marked effect
on the work function changes. The sensitivity of the work func-
tion changeΔ𝜙 of the interface to the distance between the adsor-
bate and the metal surface is shown in Figure 3c. We calculated
it by shifting an adsorbate rigidly closer and farther from the slab
with respect to the equilibrium position at the potential energy
surface. Around the equilibrium distance, the work function de-
pends almost linearly on the distance, and the slope is of 1.16
eVÅ-1 with the PBE functional and of 1.18 eV Å-1 with HSE06.
The Δ𝜙 with HSE06 is about 0.06 eV larger than with the PBE
functional. A change of adsorption distance as the one observed
between the deuterated and normal cyclohexane (0.01 Å) would
thus result in an isotope effect on Δ𝜙 of 16-17 meV, which does
not strongly depend on the functional. In experiment,[2] the same
qualitative trend was observed, but a slightly larger isotope effect
on Δ𝜙 was reported, namely of ≈ 25 meV at 𝜃 = 0.46. This value
was obtained by a linear regression of the experimental data for
the Δ𝜙 dependence on coverage reported in Ref. [2], in the inter-
val 0.1 < 𝜃 < 0.65, followed by an alignment of the fits such that
they yield Δ𝜙 = 0 at 𝜃=0. In Figure S5, Supporting Information,
we show that larger coverages considerably increase the value and
the slope of Δ𝜙 with distance from the surface, but the inclusion
of self-consistent vdW interactions does not change appreciably
the values or the slopes of Δ𝜙.
The origin of the work-function change upon the adsorption

of a neutral and non-polar adsorbate like cyclohexane, is typically
attributed i) to the so-called “pushback effect,” when molecules
“push” the vacuum tail of the electron density of the metal back
into a surface,[22,23] and ii) to the polarization of the adsorbate
induced by the mirror image charge formed in metal.[24] By an-
alyzing electronic charge density differences from PBE, shown
in Figure 4, we observe the pushback effect but also density
rearrangements that are typical of weak bond formation. To
visualize this, the electronic densities were integrated over the
directions parallel to the surface and projected in the perpen-
dicular direction (Figure 4a). The total electronic density of the
interface was compared with the sum of the electronic densities
of the clean surface and the isolated adsorbate. We observe an
electron depletion in the C-H bonds and accumulation in the
H…Rh region, which is associated with H-Rh bond formation.
It is accompanied by the pushback effect similar to what was
reported by Bagus et al. for cyclohexane on a Cu(111) cluster.[23]

In Figure 4b, the redistribution of the electron density on a plane
perpendicular to the surface, that crosses only carbon–carbon
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Figure 4. a) The electron density 𝜌 of the interface integrated over the x and y dimensions and projected on the z axis (PBE functional). The dashed
lines represent the electron densities of the clean surface and the adsorbate monolayer, calculated separately. The blue line shows difference between
the total density and the superposition of isolated parts. It shows the density accumulation between Rh and H atoms and the depletion in C-H bond.
b) The difference between the total electron density of the interface and the sum of the densities of the clean surface and the isolated adsorbate. Blue
shows electron depletion, and red shows accumulation. The inset shows the unit cell and the slicing plane (the dashed red line). The position of the
plane is chosen as shown in the inset.

bonds, is shown. In this plane, the contribution of H-metal
bonds is small, therefore the electron depletion that is present
under the molecule can be attributed to a pushback effect. It is
difficult to separate the role of H-metal bond formation and the
pushback effect. By investigating the spatial arrangement of the
electronic density changes, we conclude that the contributions
of these two effects are of comparable magnitudes (see Figures
S6 and S7, Supporting Information). Together, H-metal bonds
and a pushback effect cause a 2.13 Debye per molecule decrease
in the dipole moment of the interface.

2.2. Validity of the Quasi-Harmonic Analysis

The quasi-harmonic treatment and the relationship between
the distance of the molecule to the surface and the work func-
tion change already provide a qualitative explanation about
the electronic structure changes that take place upon isotopic
substitution. At this point, it is interesting to gauge the accuracy
the quasi-harmonic approximation in these types of interfaces.
Path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD), a method which

exploits the quantum-classical isomorphism between a quantum
system and a classical ring polymer with infinite number of
beads P,[9] can be employed in this context, in order to cal-
culate static thermodynamic averages without relying on any
harmonic ansatz. When performed on ab initio potentials (aiP-
IMD), subsequent analysis can capture the coupling between
quantum molecular vibrations and the electronic structure of
a surface in the adiabatic limit, with full anharmonicity and
full dimensionality.
However, given the need of a first-principles potential energy

surface and the large system sizes involved, aiPIMD simulations
of this sort are associated with a high simulation cost, because of
the need of several replicas of the full system to obtain converged
results (the number of beads P, which controls the convergence
of PIMD results to exact quantum expectation values). In order to
alleviate this cost, one can use the fact that the bonding between
molecules and a surface is relatively weak in the case of cyclo-
hexane, to apply the spatially-localized ring-polymer contraction
(SL-RPC).[10] The core idea of this contraction is sketched in Fig-
ure 6a. The potential energy (and the corresponding forces) of

the full system of P beads is approximated as a superposition of
P replicas of the molecular part, P′ ≪ P replicas of the full sys-
tem, and additionalP′ replicas of themolecular part with negative
sign, that is,

VP(q) ≈
P
P′

P′∑
k=1

[
Vfull(q̃

(k)
full) − Vmol(q̃

(k)
mol)

]

+
P∑
k=1

Vmol(q
(k)
mol) (1)

where “full” denotes the full system containing the surface
and adsorbed molecules, and “mol” denotes the adsorbate
simulated in the same unit cell, but without the surface. q(k) are
Cartesian positions of beads, and q̃(k) are obtained by the Fourier
interpolation of the full P beads ring polymer to the contracted
P′-polymer.
This approximation, of course, does not come without errors.

One can estimate the error introduced by SL-RPC in a harmonic
potential[10]

𝛿ERPC = ERPC − EP beads

=
3N∑
i=1

kBT
2

P−1∑
k=P′

[
𝜔2
mol

𝜔2
k + 𝜔2

i,mol

−
𝜔2
full

𝜔2
k + 𝜔2

i,full

]
(2)

where {𝜔i,mol} are normal mode frequencies of the isolated ad-
sorbate, and {𝜔i,full} are the corresponding frequencies calculated
by diagonalization of the part of Hessian matrix that describes
molecular displacements. Equation (2) is slightly different from
Equation (9) in ref. [10] because we have not made the assump-
tion of 𝜔2

𝜈,mol − 𝜔2
𝜈,full ≪ 𝜔2

k + 𝜔2
𝜈,full, as discussed in Section S7,

Supporting Information.
Similarly, one can estimate the error in a harmonic quan-

tum free energy at finite temperatures (see the derivation in Sec-
tion S8, Supporting Information) as,

𝛿FRPC = 1
2𝛽

3N∑
i=1

P−1∑
k=P′

ln

(
1 +

𝜔2
i,full − 𝜔2

i,mol

𝜔2
k + 𝜔2

i,mol

)
(3)
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Figure 5. a) A scheme of the spatially-localized ring polymer contraction (SL-RPC). The forces for a full ring polymer of P beads are approximated by a
superposition of forces calculated for P beads at the molecular part, P′ < P beads of the full system and a correction of P′ beads at the molecular part.
b,c) Anharmonicity measure 𝜖 (see Equation (4)) for individual Cartesian x and y components of atomic forces from the PIMD simulation of C6H12 (red
squares) compared to classical-nuclei MD (blue triangles), and difference in 𝜖 between PIMD simulations of C6H12 and C6D12 (black crosses). All values
calculated for 𝜃 = 0.46 (two cyclohexane molecules in the unit cell), with the PBE + vdWsurf functional, and at T = 150 K. Rhs1 and Rhs2 denote the 1st
and the 2nd layers of the surface atoms. d) Anharmonicity measure 𝜖 for the Cartesian z component of the forces. The distinct group of Rh atoms with
highly anharmonic forces consists of atoms connected to cyclohexane via hydrogen-metal bonds.

Such an estimate for cyclohexane on Rh(111), when taking
P′ = 1 does not exceed 37 meV per molecule for the total
potential energy and 79 meV per molecule for the total free
energy. When comparing H- and D-cyclohexane, one can rely on
error cancellation. Then, the error in potential energy difference
is 19 meV per molecule, and in free energy difference about 36
meV per molecule. It is thus clear that although this approxima-
tion is very useful, if quantitative results for this particular system
are desired, a contraction to the centroid (P′ = 1) is not sufficient
and we do not further pursue calculations of free energies at
this level of approximation. It should, however, be sufficient to
capture further important anharmonic effects if present.
Before analyzing the PIMD results, we study the anharmonic

contributions to the forces in this system, separating them into
classical finite temperature effects and nuclear quantum effects.
For this purpose, we follow the lines of ref. [25] and calculate
an anharmonicity measure for different degrees of freedom.
Because it is interesting to compare the difference between
quantum and classical anharmonic contributions to different
coordinates in the system, we calculate

𝜖(T)CL∕QM =

√√√√√⟨(FCL∕QMDFT − FCL∕QMh )2⟩T
𝜎2
FQMDFT

(T)
(4)

where FDFT are the full DFT forces, Fh are harmonic forces cal-
culated for the same geometry and with the Hessian matrix ob-
tained for the full system at equilibrium, 𝜎2 is the variance, and⟨… ⟩T is the ensemble average at the temperature T . The su-
perscripts CL and QM denote a classical-nuclei (aiMD) and a
quantum-nuclei (aiPIMD) simulations, respectively. In the latter
case, we take the forces on the bead positions.We normalize both
classical and quantum quantities by the respective aiPIMD vari-
ance of that quantity so that the difference 𝜖(T)QM − 𝜖(T)CL corre-
sponds to ameasure of the amount of “quantum anharmonicity.”

We show the results of this analysis for C6H12 and C6D12 in
Figure 5 (b–d), where the force components are resolved into the
three Cartesian directions (all calculations with PBE+vdWsurf).
Such an analysis shows, as expected, that anharmonic contri-
butions are more pronounced in the adsorbate molecules, and
the difference between quantum and classical anharmonic scores
is really only pronounced on the molecular adsorbate. However,
bonding sites on the top layer of the surface show not only a pro-
nounced anharmonicity in the z direction, but also a considerable
quantum component, no doubt caused by the nuclear quantum
contributions to the H-metal bond. In fact, comparing the z com-
ponent of the forces with the x and y components, the z anhar-
monic score is always higher for the top surface layer and the
molecules. This supports the conclusion that most anharmonic
effects lie on the out-of-plane motions of molecules, which are
captured to a limited extent in the QH approximation. However,
these calculations also show that the contribution of quantum an-
harmonicity on C6H12 and C6D12 is similar, suggesting that they
could play aminor role for the evaluation of isotope effects in this
potential energy surface.

2.3. Analysis of PIMD Results

From the aiMD and aiPIMD simulations (PBE+vdWsurf), we
could directly estimate structural properties of the classical and
quantum C6H12 and C6D12 on Rh(111) at 150 K. In addition, we
could capture changes in the electronic structure including full
electron-phonon coupling at the adiabatic limit, by averaging the
desired electronic quantities of interest over the trajectories. The
only drawback, as we will see below, is that even with the SL-
RPC technique, statistically converging the quite small energy
differences and structural changes observed upon deuteration
is a very challenging task. Each force evaluation containing the
full interface with the model 𝜃 = 0.46 (FHI-aims program, light
settings) amounts, on average, to 3.1 min when parallelized over
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Figure 6. a) The distribution of distances from the Rh(111) surface to H/D atoms (solid lines) and C atoms (dashed lines). The red (black) lines show
PIMD simulations of C6H12 (C6D12), and the blue lines represent MD simulations with classical nuclei. b) The distribution of Δ𝜙 values for PIMD
simulations of C6H12 (red), C6D12 (black), and classical MD simulation (blue). c) The species-projected electronic density of states in a single-point
calculation (black), a classical-nuclei MD simulation (yellow), and PIMD simulations for C6H12 (blue) and C6D12 (red). Peaks are broadened and shifted
due to coupling with nuclear vibrations. Typical Kohn–Sham eigenstates are shown near the corresponding peaks. In all panels, T = 150 K.

240 cores (Intel Xeon Gold 6148 Skylake processors, COBRA
supercomputer). This cost renders these simulations computa-
tionally expensive even without considering nuclear quantum
effects. Even so, we ensured at least 30 ps of trajectories for each
of the systems that we consider (see Experimental Section).
The results are summarized in Figure 6a–c. In panel a, we

show the distribution of the distance from the adsorbate atoms to
the top layer of the Rh(111) surface. As expected, amore localized
position distribution is observed for C6D12 than for C6H12, and it
is even more localized for classical-nuclei cyclohexane. The inset
in panel a shows that C6H12 can reach closer to the surface than
C6D12 and classical-nuclei cyclohexane, but it was not possible to
resolve differences on the average position hCOM to an accuracy
of 0.01 Å.
In Figure 6b, the distribution of work function values at 150

K is shown. Again, C6H12 presents a broader distribution than
C6D12 and classical-nuclei MD. The distributions are shifted with
respect to each other, and their mean values ⟨Δ𝜙⟩ are ordered
so that ⟨Δ𝜙⟩H < ⟨Δ𝜙⟩D < ⟨Δ𝜙⟩Classical. The resulting values for⟨Δ𝜙⟩ are –927± 9meV for C6H12, –915± 9meV for C6D12, and –
903 ± 5 meV for classical-nuclei cyclohexane. We were careful in
evaluating these uncertainties, by analyzing the autocorrelation
behavior of this quantity during the simulation. The H/Classical
difference is 24 ± 10 meV and we expect the H/D difference to
be between zero and this value. In fact, we compute the H/D dif-
ference to be 12 ± 13 meV, which, despite the large uncertainty,
shows the expected trend. Compared to the QH approximation,
the aiMD and aiPIMD simulations predict the molecules (with
either classical or quantum nuclei) to lie farther away from the
surface (hCOM = 3.42 ± 0.01 Å) by around 0.06 ± 0.01 Å (See
estimation of hCOM within the QH approximation including

temperature effects in Section S4, Supporting Information).
Accordingly, the aiPIMD simulations predict a considerably
smaller overall work function change. This is a consequence of
taking into account anharmonic contributions at a temperature
of 150 K (we note that the rigid “out of plane” vibrations of the ad-
sorbates lie around 80–130 cm−1, thus having components that
are thermally activated at 150 K). This is also consistent with the
high anharmonic score of the forces in the z direction, especially
at bonding sites. Statistically converging the differences between
C6H12 and C6D12 would require a considerable computational ef-
fort. However, with the current uncertainty intervals, it is possible
to conclude that the isotope effects from the aiPIMD simulations
cannot differ largely from the QH results, confirming that
anharmonic contributions play a minor role on the geometric
isotope effects in this potential energy surface. We were not able
to calculate the isotope effect on the binding energies because,
as mentioned previously, the SL-RPC approximation would have
to include (many) more replicas of the system for an accurate
assessment, which would make the calculations prohibitive.
The aiPIMD simulations, nevertheless, give access to the elec-

tron density of states renormalized by the quantum fluctuations
of the molecules. We project the total electronic density of states
on the atomic species and average it over multiple snapshots of
the simulations. The results are compared with the static density
of states in Figure 6c. There is a pronounced broadening of the
peaks only on the adsorbate (for both quantum and classical
nuclei), and this broadening is much more pronounced when
considering quantum nuclei. We note that it is not clear if one
can assign any physical interpretation to such broadening of
Kohn–Sham single-particle orbitals. Nevertheless, this effect is
caused by the dependence of these ground-state orbital energies
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on nuclear configurations and the interplay of this dependence
with the distribution of nuclear configurations. In addition, there
are considerable energy shifts due to this electron-phonon inter-
action in levels associated with sp3 orbitals. Since sp3 orbitals are
responsible for C-H bonding, we tentatively correlate these shifts
with the interplay of ZPE and anharmonicity, which effectively
changes bond-lengths and thus the electronic structure in this
system. The semilocal/nonlocal functionals we employ are not
able to provide a quantitative level alignment of this interface,
even if they can predict the HOMO level reasonably well because
of the cancellation of the self-interaction error and the missing
image-potential effect.[26,27] Even though a much higher level of
theory (e.g., many-body perturbation theory) would be desirable
for a quantitative comparison with UPS experiments conducted
at this interface,[15] the magnitude of changes that we observe
in the Kohn–Sham electronic density of states highlights the
importance of taking nuclear fluctuations into account when
analysing the electronic spectra of such interfaces.

3. Conclusions

In summary, we have studied isotope and anharmonic effects on
the cyclohexane/Rh(111) interface by means of DFT calculations
coupled to harmonic lattice dynamics, aiMD, and aiPIMD.
Employing a QH approximation, in which the harmonic ZPE

contributions were calculated with the molecule fixed at differ-
ent distances from the surface, it could be shown that the bind-
ing energy of C6D12 is smaller than that of C6H12 and that
C6D12 lies 0.01 Å farther from the surface than C6H12, in qual-
itative agreement with the isotope effects previously observed
experimentally[2] at the same interface. By showing that the work-
function change of the interface is very sensitive to the molecule-
surface distance, this geometrical isotope effect could be corre-
lated with the isotope-induced change in the work function, thus
confirming the hypothesis that Koitaya, Yoshinobu, and cowork-
ers proposed,[3] based on experimental observations. Finally,
these simulations also showed that the electronic-density rear-
rangement at the interface is impacted by both bond formation
and the pushback effect and that the inclusion of van der Waals
contributions, improve the energetics and adsorption distances.
The reliability of the QH approximation was assessed by es-

timating the degree of anharmonicity of the nuclear motions at
a temperature of 150 K. Anharmonic contributions to the forces
are particularly pronounced at surface sites that bond to hydro-
gens and on the degrees of freedom belonging to the adsorbates.
In these cases, in particular, the difference between classical and
quantum anharmonic contributions is also large, meaning that
techniques like PIMD are necessary to describe structural aspects
and related electron-phonon interactions in these systems. How-
ever, the quantum part of the anharmonic contributions to C6H12
and C6D12 are very similar in magnitude and character for coor-
dinates parallel to the surface, and thus play a minor role when
addressing isotope effects. This explains why the QH approxima-
tion fares well for these quantities in this case.
Indeed, in the aiMD and aiPIMD simulations, the pronounced

anharmonic character of certain degrees of freedom in the di-
rection perpendicular to the surface plane cause the equilibrium
distance of the adsorbates to be around 0.06 Å farther from the
surface than a static evaluation or the QH approximation would

predict. This effect stems mostly from anharmonic terms that
are already captured with classical nuclei. This is accompanied
by considerably smaller work function changes. However, as ex-
pected due to the small contribution of quantum anharmonic
effects beyond the QH approximation and within the statistical
error bars, the observed isotope effects on this system (distance
to surface and work function change) do not differ significantly
from the QH case. Finally, the effect of electron-phonon coupling
on the electronic density of states in the adiabatic limit causes a
pronounced shift (and broadening) of Kohn–Sham levels related
to the CH bonds.
Although we obtain excellent qualitative agreement with

experiment and are able to provide an atomistic view on the
origins of the isotope effects measured in this interface, there
are still remaining differences in the magnitude of the isotope
effect, in particular on the adsorption energy. We are left with the
conclusion that this disagreement is likely coming from slightly
different conditions in experiment caused by, for example, clus-
tering of molecules at lower coverages, or the remaining approx-
imations that were employed in this work. The most prominent
approximations are the DFT functional and the SL-RPC approxi-
mation.We also cannot rule out that very slow degrees of freedom
are not sufficiently sampled within the dynamical simulations.
Nevertheless, we suggest that the exchange-correlation func-
tional would be the largest source of remaining errors, given the
known drawbacks that functionals based on generalized gradient
approximations present for adsorbates on metallic surfaces,[28]

and the scatter of binding energies and distances we observed
for different functionals and vdW corrections. Moreover, the
functionals that yield good binding energies in comparison
to experiment, seem to predict a work-function variation with
distance to the surface that is too small. All of these observations
motivate the training of fitted or machine-learned potentials that
include long-range electrostatic interactions[29] and are based on
more accurate potential energy surfaces.[30,31] Such potentials
would both decrease the cost related to statistical sampling and
increase the (quantitative) predictive power of these simulations.

4. Experimental Section
Electronic Structure Calculations with FHI-Aims: Energies and forces

are calculated using DFT with the PBE exchange-correlation (XC)
functional[32] and the range-separated hybrid HSE06 functional.[20] The
calculations were done with the all-electron FHI-aims code, which uses
numerical atom-centered orbitals[33] as basis sets. The FHI-aims package
contains predetermined settings for numerical parameters and basis sets,
which are aimed at different accuracy levels. Light settings were used for
PIMD and phonon calculations, and tight settings were used for potential
energy curves and electron density rearrangement. The parameters of Rh
for the pairwise Tkatchenko–Scheffler van der Waals correction modified
in order to capture the collective response of a surface in the Lifshitz–
Zaremba–Kohn form[18] (vdWsurf) were taken from ref. [34]. The van der
Waals interaction between Rh atoms was not included. Further, 𝛽 = 0.81
was used for the nl-MBD correction with the PBE functional and 𝛽 = 0.83
for the same correction with the HSE06 functional.

Four Rh(111) layers were considered in all FHI-aims calculations. The
two bottom layers of the slab were fixed in the bulk geometry. The bulk
geometry was calculated for the single-atom FCC unit cell using a
16x16x16 k-point grid. The k-point grid for the different surface unit cells
were scaled accordingly. For the 5 × 5 Rh(111) surface unit cell, a 2 × 2 × 1
k-point grid was employed. The resulting lattice constant of 3.83 Å was
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in good agreement with the experimental value of 3.80 Å.[35] The surface
was aligned perpendicular to the z axis. In order to isolate the system
from its periodic replicas in the z direction, a dipole correction[36] and
vacuum layer of 60 Å in was applied.

Vibrational analysis was performed by a modified version of the
Phonopy code coupled to FHI-aims,[37,38] which allowed to build the Hes-
sian only for the molecular adsorbate and to account for a surface as a
rigid environment. This approximation is well justified because the cou-
pling between Rh atoms and the molecules is weak, and this weak cou-
pling is concentrated in the low-frequency modes of the adsorbates, which
behave very similarly for H- and D-cyclohexane and thus do not impact iso-
tope effects. Atomic displacements were set to 0.01 Å for finite difference
calculations and geometries were relaxed with amaximum force threshold
of 0.001 eV Å−1.

Electronic Structure Calculations with Quantum Espresso: Calculations
were carried out with the rev-vdW-DF2 XC functional,[21,39] a variant of the
van der Waals density functional[40,41] as implemented in the Quantum
ESPRESSO (QE)[42,43] plane-wave code. QE was used to calculate the ad-
sorption energy and geometry of cyclohexane in a Rh(111) (5×5) surface
unit cell (𝜃 = 0.46). The Rh(111) (5×5) surface was modeled by a 4 atomic
layer slab with a vacuum equivalent to 17 monolayers (≈ 40 Å). The slab
was constructed using the lattice constant optimized with rev-vdW-DF2
of 3.80 Å. The molecule was put on one side of the slab and the effective
screeningmediummethodwas used to eliminate the artificial electrostatic
interaction with the neighboring slabs.[44,45] The molecular geometry was
optimized starting from that determined by FHI-aims. The bottom two
layers of the slab were fixed and the remaining degrees of freedom were
optimized until the force acting on them were less than 5 × 10−4 Ry/Bohr
(1.3 ×10−2eV Å-1). Projector augmented wave[46] potentials from the psli-
brary version 1.0.0[47] and a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy of
80 (640) Ry were used for wave functions (augmentation charge density).
A 2 × 2 k-point grid was used to sample the surface Brillouin zone.

Adsorption Energies and Free Energies: The adsorption energies per
molecule were calculated with

Epot
ads

= −(Epots+m − Epots )∕Nmol + Epotm (5)

where Epots+m is the total energy at the potential energy surface of a slab with
molecules adsorbed, Epots is the total energy of a clean surface relaxed with
2 bottom layers fixed in bulk position, Epotm is the total energy of a molecule
relaxed in vacuum, and Nmol is the number of molecules in a unit cell. A
similar expression can be written for a free energy of adsorption Fharm

ads
.

The harmonic vibrational free energy was calculated as

Fharm =
Nmodes∑
i=1

[
ℏ𝜔i

2
+ kBT ln

(
1 − exp

− ℏ𝜔i
kBT

)]

+[if gas phase]
(
Ftrans + Frot

)
(6)

where Nmodes = 3N − 3 when the free energy of a clean surface is calcu-
lated (N is the number of atoms in a unit cell), Nmodes = 3N − 3Ns (Ns
is the number of surface atoms in a unit cell) when the free energy of
molecules adsorbed on surface is calculated, and 3Nm − 6 (Nm is the
number of atoms in a molecule), when the free energy of an isolated
molecule is calculated. Rotational and translational contributions were
added for the free molecule according to the rigid-body and ideal gas text-
book expressions.[48] The expression above only takes into account vibra-
tions at theΓ point of the unit cell. Because the focus wasmostly onmolec-
ular vibrations, which showed a very small phonon band dispersion, and
employed large surface unit cells, this approximation did not introduce
large errors in the calculated free energy differences. For the translational
term, a pressure of 10−8 Pa was taken, which is close to the reported ex-
perimental conditions.[2]

The quasi-harmonic ZPE-corrected energy of adsorption E∗
ads

was cal-
culated as a difference between the energy at the equilibrium distance and
at 10 Å away from the surface, which is considered to be far enough to

remove all molecule-surface interaction,

E∗ads(hCOM) =

(
Epots+m(hCOM) +

3Nm−3∑
i=1

ℏ𝜔i

2
(hCOM)

)

−

(
Epots+m +

3Nm−3∑
i=1

ℏ𝜔i

2

)||||||hCOM=10Å

(7)

where hCOM denotes the distance from the center of mass of
the adsorbate to the Rh surface. Although E∗

ads
is not a true

adsorption energy, this procedure compensates spurious interactions that
might appear in a particular simulation cell. For the ZPE contribution,
(3Nm − 3) molecular vibrations were included.

Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics: AiMD and aiPIMD simulations were
carried out by connecting FHI-aims to the i-PI code.[49] For classical-nuclei
MD, a timestep of 1 fs was used. For PIMD simulations, a smaller timestep
of 0.5 fs was employed.

In order to accelerate sampling in the NVT ensemble, a colored-noise
generalized Langevin thermostat (GLE)[50,51] was applied to the classical-
nuclei aiMD simulations. For the aiPIMD simulations, the PIGLET thermo-
stat was used.[52] This approach preserved quantum distribution and gave
a fast convergence of observables with respect to the number of replicas.
The parameters for the thermostats are: 8 fictitious degrees of freedom
s,[51] and a frequency range of 0.32–3200 cm−1 for C6H12 and 0.23–2300
cm−1 for C6D12. The A and C matrices (as defined in ref. [51]) were pa-
rameterized for ℏ𝜔∕kBT = 50 using the GLE4MD library.[53] Convergence
with around 12 beads for the adsorbate atoms (H) at 150 K within this
setup was observed. After thermalization, 7 independent trajectories of
total length of 32 ps for C6H12, 5 trajectories of total length of 30 ps for
C6D12, and 5 trajectories of total length of 97 ps for classical-nuclei cyclo-
hexane were calculated.

The effects of nuclear fluctuations on electronic observables (work func-
tion, electronic density of states, etc.) were calculated as the average of
single-point calculations from aiPIMD trajectories through the following
general expression:

⟨A⟩ = 1
Z
Tr
[
Âe

−Ĥ
kBT

]
ergodicity,

⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇒
PIMD sampling

1
PNs

Ns∑
i

P∑
k

A
(
q(k)(ti)

)
(8)

where Â is a position-dependent observable, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian, Z is
the partition function, P is the number of beads of a ring polymer, Ns is
the number of snapshots considered from a PIMD trajectory, and q(k) is
a position vector for a bead k. The snapshots from the PIMD trajectory
were picked so that they were statistically independent. The criterion for
independence was an autocorrelation time of the property A. In the PIMD
calculations, the autocorrelation time was 30 fs for a velocity, 300 fs for a
work function, and 600 fs for the z-coordinate of the center of mass of a
molecule. These correlation times were also used to calculate error bars.
For classical nuclei simulations, the same expression was used with P = 1.
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